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0.  Introduction 

In Mampruli certainly, and comparably in the closely-related languages of the Western 
Oti/Volta subgroup (W.O/V) of Gur, particularly the cluster I have labelled as ‘Southeastern’ 
(Naden 1989)1, not only do verbs show sets of related form and meaning which may fairly be 
described as derivation of causative, reversative, and other ‘themes’ from an extant or 
reconstructable base (Naden 2004.b and – a more detailed examination of some of the same 
material, Blench 2003), but there are also processes by which a Nominal may be derived from 
a verb stem2.  The Nominals so derived include both Substantive and Adjective (the adjective 
in these languages is usually structurally a nominal with a stem followed by a suffix 
indicating number [sometimes also concordant ‘class’ or ‘gender’] and forms a compound 
nominal with the stem of the substantive3).  As derivatives rather than inflections they are not 
automatically productive, though on a sliding scale – the order in which cases will be 
discussed below runs roughly from more- to less-productive.  Some of these derivations are 
noted in grammatical discussions of the languages (Nikiéma 1987, 1989, Olawski 1999, 
Spratt/Spratt 1972);  or in comparative work, notably Manessy 1975 – NB pp. 81 ff., 1979 – 
NB pp. 43 f.. The clearest discussion for one of the related languages is in Wilson’s 
pedagogical grammar of Dagbani (1972 : Ch. 34). 

1.  Verbal noun (gerund, nomen actionis) 

The most productive of the derivatives is the verbal noun as nomen actionis or gerund.  As 
such it is invariable.  Less predictably, some verbal nouns may be used as ordinary 
Substantives with singular and plural forms and the potentiality to enter into compounds. 
In Mampruli the form of the verbal noun in the vast majority of cases is predictable by rule: 
 

                                                      
1  The constellation of languages which I usually refer to as ‘Mampruli and friends’ as my primary research  has 
been in Mampruli but comparative study very often shows similar, if not identical, material in some or all of 
these related languages. The languages are Dagbani [DB], Hanga [HG], KaMara [KR], Kusaal [KL], Mampruli 
[MP], Nabit [NB], and Talni [TL]: less well-attested are  Kantoonsi [YR], Nanun [NN] and some languages or 
dialects from the Ghana/Burkina Faso border area  [DJ] (U.Kleinewillinghofer, p.c., Soumbougma 1989), YR 
[J.Agalik, P. & J. Schaefer p.c.] 
2 For parallel data for a Kwa language, interesting in both its similarities and its differences, see Ofori 2002, 
Ameka 1999, 2003 
3  Naden 1997 
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R.1  – underived verb, add suffix  {-bu}4 

 
 1.  b� “seek” / boobu5 “seeking, investigation” 
  di “eat” / diibu “eating” 
  pa  “be after, on top” /  paabu  “succession, superposition” 
  pili “cover” / pilibu6 “(act, method of) covering” 
 

NOTE: some verbs with root  CVr add suffix {-gu} also/instead: 
 
1.a  gy�ri “mix, confuse” / gyerigu “confusion” 
  mari “have”  /  marigu  “possession” 
  puri  “divide”  /  puribu, purigu  “division” 
 

R.2. – derived verb stem ending in a velar  :  add  {-Ri4}7  
 
 2. b�rigi “be/get lost” / b�rigri “being/getting lost” 
  paai8  “to arrive”  /  paari “arrival” 
 
R.3 – other derived verb stem  :  add  {-gu} 
 
 3. piili9  “begin”  /  piiligu  “beginning” 
  paasi10  “add”  /  paasigu  “addition” 
   
There are a few unexpected or irregular forms:  most noticeable are a group of common verbs 
with a gerund in  -insi11 : 
  
 4. b�  “exist, be there” / beelinsi  “existence”  (also beebu, beesigu) 
  ka  “not-exist, be absent” / kaalinsi “non-existence, absence” 
  ka  “not-have” / kaalinsi “being-without” 
  gy�  “be tired”  /  gyeelinsi  “tiredness” 
  mi “know”  /  miilinsi  “knowledge” 
  zi “not-know”  /  ziilinsi “ignorance” 
  su  “to ‘own’” / suulinsi “sphere of authority” 
  galim “to blame” / galinsi “blame [n.]”12 
 

                                                      
4 These form by far the majority of the nouns in the *BU declension; the only common Substantive is sa'abu 
‘t.z.’ 
5  By a general rule short open stem vowel is lengthened before a consonant-initial suffix. 
6  Underlyingly *pil + i, *pil + *-bu : orthography writes epenthetic vowel as  i after alveolars. 
7  The realization of the consonant in the four different suffixes summarised as “{-Ri}” is too complex to discuss 
here.  
8  Basic *pa-  +  *-G-  :  by a general rule suffix-initial *-G weakens after a vowel-final stem, and in the case of 
stem-vowel  -a  is only represented by the vowel-lengthening. Sometimes in MP and often in DB it is overt 
before a vocalic object pronoun  paag’o  “reached him/her” 
9  Both the long vowel and the v.n. formation mark piili as derived, cf./ct. pili in e.g. 1 above. 
10  cf.  pa  in e.g. 1 and  paai in e.g. 2 above 
11 { -si} is a nominal plural suffix, paired with singular { -Ga}, but whence the nasal? 
12  But here the nasal is part of the stem. 
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and three in –insim: 
 
 4.b tuligi, tiligi “save, invert”  / tiliginsim, tuliginsim  “salvation, inversion” 
  gbarigi “weaken, disable sb.”  /  gbariginsim  “weakness, disability” 
  nya!!i “conquer, be able” > nya!!insim  “ability; unattainability” 
 
There are one or two ordinary nouns with gerundial sense found alongside regular verbal 
nouns: 
 
 5. lu “fall”  /  luubu “fall [v.n.]”  /  luuwa “a fall” 
  z�  “run, run away”  /  zoobu “running”  / zoaa  “a race, style of   
                 running, escape” 
  ba!!i “know” / ba!!ri “process of knowing” / bansim “knowledge 
 
An example of ordinary-noun usage would be lukpeemni  “a heavy fall” (nominal stem 
compounded with adjective), and of  gerundial usage: Ka yiri maa daa lu zaa, ka ka luuwa 

daa bu veela gba. “And the whole house fell down, and its fall was terrible (‘wasn’t even 
nice’).” [Matthew 7:27]. 
 
Irregular, as so often in language, are the verbs “go” and “come”: 
 
 5.a kya!!i “go, walk” / ky�nni “journey, way of walking” 
  ky� (...na) “come” /  ky�nni ... na  “coming” 
 
and note also: 
 
 5.b   la  “laugh”  /  laari  “laughing, laughter” (*laabu not heard13) 
 
especially the expression di ku ba la laari    “they almost died laughing”(‘it killed them 
laughter’) – as in Luke 8:53. 
 
Conversely regular gerunds can develop ordinary substantive usage, forming plurals of the 
appropriate declension, for instance: 
 
 6.a boosi “ask (question)”  /  boosigu  “act of asking”   > 
 6.b boosigu/boosa  “a question/questions” 
 6.c Ba daa boosi u boosa.  “They interrogated him.” 
 
 7.a zaali  “stand something, lay down a rule” / zaaligu “stance, ruling” > 
 7.b zaaligu/zaala “commandment/s” 
 7.c zaalipaalli “new commandment”  ;  zaalikpeemni “a strict command” 
 7.d Musa zaaligudima la zaa ...           “All the commandments of Moses” 
 
 8.a di “eat”  /  diibu  “act of eating”     > 

                                                      
13 In KL the regular v.n. la'ab occurs but not *laar 
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 8.b diibu  “food” 
 8.c Diibu b� ni? “Is there any food? 
 
Very similar facts are adduced for Mooré (Nikiéma 1987 p.105, incorporated in a more-
abstract analysis) and can also be observed in Kusaal. 
 
MR 9.a ko/koobo “cultiver / action de cultiver” 
  go/goobo   “ ... tamiser”  
  zam/zambo  “ ... entasser”  
 
 9.b pelge/pelgre  “ ... blanchir, devenir blanche” 
  t,bge/t,bgre  “ ... pincer” 
 
 9.c piili/piuulgu  “... dévoiler” (cf. pili in 9.a and MP pilibu, piiligu in 1, 3) 
  peese/peoosgo  “ ... tailler [pl.]”  (cf. pese in 9.a) 
 
KL 10.a bo / boob   “look for, want / act of looking for, wanting” 
  gbis / gbisib “ ... sleeping” 
 
 10.b lidig / lidigir “surprise, amaze/ ... amazement”  
  siak / siakir “agree, believe, suffice, obey/ ...” 
 
 10.c ku'ol/ku'olug  “gather small items/ ...” 
  la'as / la'asug  “collect/ ...” 
 
 10.d ka'alim  “non-existence” (cf. MP in 4) 
  be(i)lim  “existence” 
  zi'ilim  “ignorance” 
  mi'ilim  “knowledge” 
  so'olim “authority” (also so'od “ownership”) 
  geenlis  “tiredness”  (from geenn  “be tired”) 
but 
 10.e ka'alug “not having” 
  
 10.f zi'el  “stand something, lay down a rule”    

    /  zi'elug/zi'ela  “commandment/s” (cf.   7 MP) 
  kaanb “swear”  /  kaanbir/kaaba  “oath/s” 
  kis “to taboo”  /  kisug/kisa “a taboo/taboos” 
  lebis “answer” / lebisug/lebisa “answer/s”, lebiskan “answer which...” 
  namis  “afflict”  /  namisug “affliction”, namistita'ar “great affliction” 
  pa'al  “teach”    /  pa'alug/pa'ala  “teaching/s”,  pa'alka!a/pa'albama 
       “this teaching/those teachings” 
 
In Dagbani, as Wilson states: “ Name of Action or Process:” 
 ... “generally these end in –bu”   
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 11.a m� “build”    /  m�bu,  

  wa  “dance”  /  wabu,  

  sabi “write”   / sabbu 

  bahi 2 “throw.away” / bahibu14 

 
“This –bu changes to –bo if the  object which precedes is compounded with the Name of 
Action”   
  
11.a' pi�’gulibo “sheep’herding” 
 du4’m�bo “pot’moulding” 
 tib’darigibo “ear’pulling”  (common idiom for ‘punishment’) 
 
“A few verbs take the final element –gu instead of –bu : this –gu is realised as  -! when the 
verb ends in –m :  kari! (also kar�!)” 
 
 12. bahi 1 “finish”  /  bahigu

20 

  
zali “stand something, lay down a rule”  / zalgu 

  
“Two common verbs have exceptional Names of Action ending in –ndi :” 
 
 13. ch�ndi, kandi (na) “going, coming” 
 
Distinctive for DB is Wilson’s:  
 
“Result of Action or Process: 
This is marked by –gu, but only has the ‘Result’ meaning when both –gu and –bu are possible 
with the same verb and so stand in contrast:” 
 
14. b�hi  “ask” /  b�higu “a question”/ b�hibu  “act of asking” 
 y�li    “say” /  y�ligu   “a word”    / y�libu   “act of saying” 
 la4im  “meet”     /  la4i!gu  “a meeting”/ la4imbu  “act of meeting” 
 
“in these nouns the –gu remains unchanged (cf./ct. MP examples in 5)” 
But note (comparing with MP in e.g. 5) : 
 
14.a ba!  “know” /   ba!sim  “knowledge” /  ba!bu “process of knowing” 
 
The –nsi group (4, 10.d) are characterised as: 
 
“Ability or Achievement: 
The element –sim is added to the stem of the verb, or to an extended form of it, to indicate the 
ability to do an action, or some  personal characteristic arising from it: 
s�!sim, ni!sim, tilginsim, 6ilinsi, milinsi” 
 

                                                      
14  cf. bahi 1 in e.g. 12 : DB does not lengthen open stem vowels (fn. 4 ) 
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It is not clear that this characterisation is really different from the range of uses of the verbal 
noun/gerund.  As MP has beebu, beesigu, beelinsi  from b�  “exist”, so DB has bebu, 
behigu, benibu. In my DB lexical materials these are characterised as respectively  “state, 
destiny (habit; lifestyle, outward actions of person’s life)”, “condition”,  and “presence, 
existence”, but judging from MP where a similar range of senses are exhibited by the three 
verbal nouns the partitions of senses are not watertight.  In MP the most consistent seems to 
be that  it is not  beebu but beelinsi, the least ‘regular’ formation, is more restricted to the 
abstract “existence” sense. 

2.  Agent noun 

The derivation of agent nouns from verbs is a little better-known, mainly because a lot of the 
comparative/historical interest in these languages has focussed on the ‘noun-class system’ 
which in Mampruli and most of its congeners is a system of nominal declensions.  The 
‘persons’ class is the one which is normally numbered I or  1/2 , the one with the plural 
formative (in these languages a suffix) *BA, which is related to the third person (human, or 
animate – Wilson 1971, Naden 1982) plural pronoun, and widely found throughout 
Niger/Congo (including Bantu), and it so happens that this class has few regular examples in 
these languages apart from the numerous agent nouns derived from verbs.  These formations 
are therefore much discussed in the comparative literature.  
Over against the plural *-BA, the singular is reconstructed as  ‘ -O / -A /  -∅ ’ .  In this and 
the following derivations there is usually a formative {-R-} between the stem and the nominal 
suffix15.  This may be the same as the imperfective marker or a formally- identical extensor; 
the combination of this with the stem (which itself may be complex) and suffix can lead to 
fairly intricate morphophonemic effects. 
 
 15. y�msi “deceive”   /  y�msira/y�msiriba  “deceiver/s” 
  koosi   “sell”          /  koosira/koosiriba     “seller/s” 
  tuligi    “save” /  tuligra/tuligriba   “saviour/s” 
 
similar formations are found in Kusaal: 
 
 16. so'  “own”  /  so'od/so'odib "owner/s" 
  faaenn  “rob”  /  faanra/faanrib  “robber/s”16 
 
and Dagbani: 
 
 17. tilgi “save”  /  tilgira/tilgirba   “saviour/s” 
 
and also Mooré: 
 
 18. tõatta/tõattba “récalcitrant/s” 
  leaokkda /leaokkdba “répondeur/s” 
  t8bsda/t8bsdba  “soigneur/s” 

                                                      
15 For very comparable data from K�nni, a less-closely related Oti/Volta language, see Cahill 2003. 
16 KL faaenn ‘remove energetically’ means both “rob” and “save”: Church tradition uses a further derivative 
faangir/faangirib for “saviour” to distinguish from “robber”. 
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  b9tta/b9ttba  “semeur/s” 
  z8tta/z8ttba   “porteur/s de fardeau” 
  ritta/ rittba  “mangeur/s” 
 
and Nõõtré (Prost 1971, 1974): 
 
 19.  n, “to farm”  / n,t�/n,tba “farmers” ( also the ethnonym) 
  wu4e  “weave” / wu4t�/wu4tba “weavers” 
  m� “mould, build” /  m��t�/m��tba “potters” 
  kwaasi  “sell”  /  kwaaso/kwaasba “sellers” 
  
The reason for the comparatively small number of examples for MP, KL, and DB above is not 
because of the rarity of the agent derivative but because I wanted to give simple, clear 
examples to start with, and the fact is that the vast majority of the agentives are formed with 
an incorporated object, even intransitives with a cognate object.  So in Mampruli, from some 
forty examples, note: 
 
 20. zaba “fights”, b� “seek”  /  zabboora  ‘belligerent person” 
  dukku “pot”,    m� “mould, build” /  dugmeera “potter” 
  peesi “sheep”, guri “guard”  /  p�gura “shepherd” 
  faabu “robbery”,  fa “rob”  /  fafaara  “robber, mugger” 
 
So in Kusaal: 
 
 21. daam “alcohol”, nu “drink”  /  danuud “drunkard” 
  gbau! “paper, book17”,  mi  “know” /  gbau!mi'id “literate” 
  konbid “sheep/goats18”, kim19  “to herd” /  konbkim  “shepherd” 
  poog “farm”, gu'  “hold”  /  pogu'ud “farm-guardian” 
 
and Dagbani (Wilson 1972 : “Name of Agent : Agent (‘Doer’))”: 
 
 22.  du4u “pot”, m� “mould, build” /  du4’m�ra  “potter”  
  pi�ri  “sheep”, guli “to herd”  / pi�’gula  “shepherd” 
  waa “a dance”, wa “to dance” / wa’wara  “dancer” 
 
There are examples from Nõõtré: 
 
 23.a naa  “pito”, san “brew” /  naasant�/naasantiba  “brewers”  
 
and Mooré: 
 

                                                      
17  “skin, leather, …” 
18  Basically “hair, wool, feather”, bunkonbid “animals”   –   cognates are common, only KL uses the basic 
noun alone for “sheep-and-goats”   
19  Other languages have lost this verb, but preserve the root in the term for “youth, teenager” as ‘cowboy’, e.g. 
MP  na'akyimbila. 
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 23.b gõem “sleep[n.]”, gõe “sleep[v.]” /  gõengõetta “sleeper”  
   
The incorporated element may be a goal or trajectory of motion complement: 
 
 24. KL tuone “in front”, gaad “pass”   /  tuongat  “leader” 
   nya'a! “behind”, dol  “follow” /  nya'andol20 “follower” 
  MP nyaa!!a “behind”, d�li “follow” /  nyaand�la  “follower” 
  DB  nyaa!a “behind”, doli “follow” /  nyaandola  “follower” 
  HG  nyaa!a “behind”, pa “follow”  /  nyaa!paara  “follower”  

  WL/DR puor(i) “back”, tu “follow”  /  potuuro  “follower”  

 
 
That this derivative process is productive is evidenced by neologisms in MP: 
  
 25.a b�li “ball, football”, !m� “hit, kick”  /  b�li!meera  “footballer” 
  bisa “breasts, goaai “restrain”  /  bisigoaara   “bra” 
 
and apparently ad hoc creations in the special genres of Bible translation: 
  
 25.b lampo “tax”21, deaai “receive” /  lampodeaara “tax-collector, publican” 
  [KL  lampodi'es, FR lampot�'�ha, DB fargudeera/-deerba,  

   HG lampoo deegira/ deegiriba, WL lampodi�ra/-di�riba, 

   MR yaod deegeda/deegedba] 
 
  zi!!a “fish”, gbaai “catch”  /  zingbaara “fisherman” 
  [KL zi!gban'ad, HG koroto gbaagira/-gbaagiriba,   
   FR ziml�bera (l�be “cast, throw”),   
   WL jinny�giha/-nyo-gihiba (ny�gi “take, catch”) 
   MR zimy,ageda/zimy,agedba] 
   
  zasima “dreams”, zasim “to dream”  / zasinzasimna “dreamer”22  
 
and proverbs: 
 
 25.c taamni “sheafruit”, di “eat” / taanditta23 “sheafruit-eater” Prov. 3202 

 25.d bina “fæces”, ny� “excrete”, vaai “gather”  
  Binnyeera tamna, binvaara bu tamna.  Prov. 3006 
  One who shits24 forgets, one who collects shit doesn't forget. 

                                                      
20 This set may be evidence that it is the imperfective stem which receives the nominal suffixes, as *dol  as 
imperfect is irregular, verbs ending in –l usually  forming a nasal with the imperfect suffix e.g. MP buli “sprout, 
spirt” impf. bunni, KL li'el “be near” impf. li'en, DB kuli “go home” impf. kuni 
21 From French l’impôt 
22  Joseph, Genesis 37:19 
23 di (and z� “run, feel emotion”) are irregular, forming some derivatives as if the stem ended in –r daditta 
“shopper” (daa “market”), namb�z�tta “merciful person” (namboo “pity, mercy”): this is evidence against 
the hypothesis in fn. 28    –    the imperfect is diri, z�ri 
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– “a shitter” and “a shit-collector” do not seem likely to be institutionalised lexemes!   
 
However as evidence in the opposite direction we may note that the Kusaal New Testament 
revisers replaced some forms like ligidtia'adib “money-changers” (John 2:14-15), 
lombo'ogur “gardener” (John 20:15) with periphrases such as ‘people who were there 
changing money’, ‘the one who looked after the garden’25, which might suggest that the 
original translation team led by an outsider were asked “can you make up a word like 
‘moneychanger’?” and were told that “You can...”, but the all-Kusaas revision panel felt they 
would add “... but probably wouldn’t.”! 

3.  Instrument noun 

Another type of nominal derivative is the noun for the tool, instrument or other involved item 
in the action.  This is normally the imperfective or –r- inflected stem (see fn. 28 ) plus the *-
GA/-SI nominal suffixes.  In DB and HG there is some confusion between this nominal 
declension and *-GU/-DI~-A.  A very common item of this group is: 
 
 26. *DI “eat” > 
  MP  diriga “spoon” 
  DB dirgu “spoon” 
  FR desu!ko/desunto  [?? analysis cf.  MR sutga, sutgu “ladle” ?] 
 
other MP examples: 
 
 27. t�'ai “to restrain, wedge up”  >  t�'ariga “a chock” 
  yeaai “to hook, fish for” >  
          yeeriga  “hooking stick (to get fruits from tree or things from well)” 
  ky�'ai “to grip, trap”  > ky�'ariga  “a trap, spider’s web” 
  s� “sew”   > seeriga

26 “needle” 
 
these may be compounded to indicate what patient the instrument operates on: 
 
 28. dafeeru “pillow”, su “enclose” > daf�suuriga “pillowcase” 
  dunnim “urine”      - - -  >  dunsuuriga “bladder” 
  seaa ‘waist’, l� ‘tie’   >  s�looriga  “belt, girdle” 
  zeeri “soup”, pilim “to whisk” > z�pili!!a  “soup-whisk” 
  [ DB  6ertu4rigu] 
 
or to indicate the tool itself: 
 
 29. da- “stick”, sa “to plant” > dasaariga “fencepost” 
  bunni “thing”, zi “carry”  > bunziiriga “carrying-vessel” 
                                                                                                                                                                      
24 While MP doesn’t have a choice of taboo or euphemism words for sex and excretion, the delight that the 
proverbs seem to take in using this vocabulary which is only normally used with circumspection suggests that 
the English ‘four-letter words’ are appropriate in translation. 
25 But  lombo'ogur is retained in Luke 13:7, which suggests it is not strongly unnatural. 
26  This word was taboo when adopted as throne name by Paramount Chief NaSeeriga (NaYiri 1947-66) but is 
now beginning to be used again. 
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In Dagbani “Instrument of Action: This is also marked by –gu but is formed from the 
imperfective form of the verb:” (Wilson 1972): 
 
 30.  zahim “measure”  >  zahindigu “scales(-for-weighing)” 
  she “sew”  >  sherga “needle” (see MP  27) 
  shee “waist”, lo “tie” >   shel�rgu “belt’ (see MP  28) 
  dunoli “doorway”, kpari “lock” >  dunokpargu “peg for  
             closing the door-mat” 
  chibu “soap”, ta “keep”  > chibtarigu “vessel in which soap is kept” 
 
 

4.  Potential adjective modifying the patient (‘-able’) 

 
The other major group of derivatives in MP, which may represent a productive process, I characterise 
as ‘potential’ adjectives, with the nominal declension suffix-set *-GU/*-RI~ -A added to the 
imperfective or nominalising stem formative *-R-. The most-common sense in Mampruli is that the 
noun described by the adjective is either actively able to perform the action or passively able or 
appropriate to have the action performed upon it. In MP and a number of these languages alongside 
the use of the gerunds of “eat” for the noun “food” diibu ( 8 above) there is also ‘edible thing/s’ 
bundirigu/bundira, while the right hand which is actively involved in eating is nudirigu.  Wilson 
(1972) distinguishes  
“Ability or Achievement: 
The element –sim is added to the stem of the verb, or to an extended form of it, to indicate 
the ability to do an action, or some  personal characteristic arising from it: 
s�!sim, ni!sim, tilginsim, 6ilinsi, milinsi” [ ee.g. are “help, action, salvation, ignorance, 
knowledge” cf. also kuriginsim “old age, aging”, lebiginsim “becoming, development”] 
from: 
“Verbal Adjective: 
In verbs not expressing a quality, adjectives are formed with the element –gu added to the 
imperfective stem.  Such adjectives indicate the possibility of doing the action named, or of 
undergoing it: 
bindirgu,   binyi4rigu”   [ee.g. are “food (‘edible stuff’)”, “flying creature”], 
while nudirgu “right (‘eating-’) hand” is grouped with “Instrument of Action”. 
In fact it is characteristic of  gerundives that the precise interpretation will be determined by 
the semantic class of the verb and real-world/pragmatic considerations, compare English 
“shooting-star”, “shooting gallery/range”, “shooting-stick”, “shooting-brake”. Examples of 
the gerundive adjectives in Mampruli are: 
 
 32.a biiya “child, d�'ai “give birth” /  bid�'arigu “own child” 
  da- “stick”, ba “weigh down” /  dabaarigu “roof-batten” 
  y�lli “palaver”,  s�'ai  “hide”  /  y�lis�a'ra “secret matters”  
  na'a- “bovine”, k� “hoe, plough” /  na'akoora “plough-oxen” 
       cf.     bunkoora  “crops” (passive vs. active) 
  tiiya “tree”, !ma “hit” /  ti!maarigu “woodpecker” (bird) 
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  bii   “child”, wuri “love” /  biwuttigu  “beloved child” 
  ziN- “fish”,  s�  “roast, grill” /  zinseerigu  “grilled fish” 
   [ DB zahimsh�rli,  MR z>ms?edgo] 
 
Whereas “woodpecker” seems to be lexicalised as a noun (but cf. Hanga zugiri!maarigu  

“praying mantis”), we can exemplify the adjectival nature of these forms with a set like: 
 
 32.b ka- “grain”, tiiya “tree”, sa “plant” / 
   kasaarigu  “cereal seedling”, tisaarigu “tree seedling” 
 
Another characteristic (and typically adjectival – Naden 1997 [§2.3.1.c, 3.2], 2004 [§4]) usage 
is the formation of general terms with the ‘dummy’ noun bunni “thing” : 
 
 32.c b�'ai “crawl”  > bumb�'arigu “creepy-crawly, reptile” 
  ba “ride”  > bumbaarigu  “riding-animal” 
  gbaai “catch”  > bungbaarigu  “predator” 
  yigi “fly”  > bunyigrigu  “flying creature” 
  ny� “make tubers”27 > bunnyeerigu  “tuber crop” 
  nyu “drink”  >  bunnyuurigu  “drinkables” 
  s� “wear (around hips)”  > bunsoorigu  “pants, skirt, &c.” 
  y� “wear (top half)” > bunyeera “clothes esp. shirt, blouse, &c.”  
   
– this definitely seems to be a productive strategy for forming general-category nominals, and 
productiveness for the whole formation is evidenced by examples like: 
 
 33.  la'a- “money”, gbirigi “appear suddenly”  >  /la'agbiriga “windfalls” 
 
from a draft for a translation of the Ghana Constitution, or proverbs like: 
 
 34. na’a “bovine”, z� “fear”  > 
  Na'az�ttigu ka binni. [Plissart/Naden 135] 
  “A frightened cow is shitless.” 
 
  tiiya “tree”, l�'ai “avoid”  > 
  Pa !maa!!a til�'arigu n ny� gaa.  [Plissart/Naden 344] 

  The gaa-tree is not the tree the monkey avoids. 
 
Examples of these formations from Kusaal include: 
 
 35. diib “food”, gan' “eat staple food” >  digan'alug  “adult, solid food” 
  kiis “to taboo”    >  bunkiisug  “something taboo” 
  zi! “fish”, dug “cook”   >  zi!dugida  “cooked fish” 
 
and in Dagbani: 

                                                      
27 ny� is “put down lumps”   –   defecate (24.g above), lay eggs (bird), form tubers (plant).  
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 36. bini “thing”, yi4i “fly”  >  binyi4rigu “flying creature” 
  bu4si “show, test”  >  binbu4sirigu “measuring-scale” 
  ti!a “ground”, vu “move, slide”  >  ti!vurigu  “creepy-crawly, reptile” 
  y� “dress (top half)” >  biny�rigu “clothes esp. shirt, blouse, &c.” 
 
Mooré 
 
 37. nem- “meat”,  k88m “fry” > nemk88mdi “viandes frites” 
    
 
The related languages may also use other nominal declensions for such gerundive formations: 
 
 38. FR  dibga “twig”, obe “chew” >  diboberega28  “chewing-stick” 
  DB nyu “drink”     >  binnyurigu or  binnyurili “drinkables”  
  KL bunian'adir/bunian'ada >  “flying creature/s” 
  HG binyigra   >  “flying creature” 
 
 
and the common item “seed/s”: 
 
 39. *BUN- “thing”,  *BUD  “sow” > 
  MP bumburli/bumbura 
  DB bimbirili/bimbira 
  KL bunbuudir, bunbuudif, bunbutir/bunbuta 

  KR bumbutiri/bumbura 

  HG bumburigu/bumbura 

5.  Abstract noun or adjective from stative/descriptive root 

There is also a significant regularity in the forming of abstract nouns from stative or 
descriptive verbs (Naden 1997 3.3, Table 1), forming Substantives in the *-M (non-count – 
liquids, masses, abstracts) declension: 
 
 40. k�'asi  “be thin”    > k�'asim “leanness” 
  malisa “be sugary29”    >  malisim “sugariness” 
  nya'asa “be ‘sweet’, enjoyable” > nya'asim  “ ‘sweet’ness” 
  peeli  “be white”   > peelim   “whiteness” 

   > sufupeelim “happiness”  (sufu “heart”) 
  maasa “be cool, damp”  > maasim “coolness, damp” 
   > sufumaasim , sumaasim   “happiness” 
  poosi “to rot, stink”   >        poosim “rottenness, stink” 
  tibsa   “be heavy”   > tibsim “weight” 
  t�   “be bitter, difficult”  >      toom  “bitterness, difficulty” 
  tuula  “be hot”   > tuulim  “heat” 
                                                      
28 It is possible that this is an example of class-concord of the adjective which appears sporadically in Farefare. 
29  World English would use “sweet” for this, but in Ghana English ‘sweet’ means “tasty, pleasant, enjoyable” 
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  veela  “be beautiful, nice”30
  > veelim  “beauty, niceness” 

  galisi   “be big”   > galisim   “bigness” 
 
Some add a consonant before the suffix, often –s- : 
 
 41.a bii “be hot, ripe, cooked”  > biisim “heat, ripeness” 
  zibi “be dark”    > zibsim “darkness” 
  neaai “shine, be light”   > neesim  “light” 
   > ninneesim “enlightenment” and  “trickery” 
 
also –l- and –r- : 
 
 41.b wa'a,w�’a  “long, far, tall” >  w�'alim,wa'alim “length,   
        distance, tallness” 
  b� “to be bad, to hurt”  > beerim  “pain”  
   > pubeerim  “stomach ache” (puuwa “stomach”)  
 
and the extensor consonants in the verbs can further complicate the matter: 
 
 41.c zulim,  zulisi “be, become deep” > zulisim  “depth” 
  karigi “be large, fat”   > karisim  “fatness” 
  y�lim “be wide” / y�li!!u “being wide” (v.n.)  
   y�ligi “make, become wide” > y�lisim “width” 
   
Dagbani has some of the same formations: 
 
 42. bi�rim  “pain” 
  biisim  “heat” 
  galisim “bigness” 
  malisim “sugariness” 
  nya4sim “ ‘sweet’ness” 
  pi�lim  “whiteness” 
  tulim  “heat” 
  timsim “weight” 
  zibsim  “darkness” (here zibsi does exist cf./ct. 41.a) 
  [ also zimsa  >  zimsim ] 

and other languages: 

 43. KL  bugusum  “weakness” 

   ma'asim  “coolness” 
   malisim “sugariness, ‘sweet’ness, pleasure” 
   pielim  “whiteness” 
   ni!tuulum  “fever”  (‘hotness of body’) 
  MR peelem “whiteness” 
                                                      
30  This root has a basic sense of good to look at, but is generalised to any positive quality, like English “nice” 
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  HG  zimsum “darkness” 
 
 
Many of these stems also have adjectives  (MP –peelli “white”, -tuulli “hot”, -maasiri “cool, 
damp”, -nya'asiri “ ‘sweet’” ... ).  It might be argued that the abstracts and verbs alike are 
derived from the adjectives: perhaps more useful would be to abandon process terminology 
like “derived from” and talk about related sets of forms with proportionate relationships of 
form and meaning.  It may be worth noting, however, that the verb/substantive pairs above are 
exactly comparable for verbs of stative meaning but for which no adjective exists, like bii, 
galisi, and neaai.  
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